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treatment for the disease or not expected to be a treatment for a particular disease.
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A . CLASSIFICATION O F SUBJECT MATTER
IPC(8) - C 12 Q 1/68 (201 0.01 )

USPC - 435/6
According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC

B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
IPC(8) - C12Q 1/68 (2010.01)
USPC - 435/6

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)
PubWEST (PGPB,USPT,USOC,EPAB,JPAB); Google Scholar: profilS, fingerprS, panel, marker, biomarker, cancer, cancerS, tumor,
tumorS, carcinomS, malignanS, immunohistochemistry, IHC, fluorescent in-situ hybridization, FISH, fluor$, hybridizS, Nuclear receptor
subfamily 3 group C member 4

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category* Citation o f document, with indication, where appropriate, o f the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 2009/0203015 A 1 (CHANG et al.) 13 August 2009 (13.08.2009) para [0008]; [0028]; [0031]; 60, 62, 64-66, 69-76
[0059]; [0063]; [0070]; [0073]-[0074]; [0085]; [0098]; [0100]; [0129]-[0130]; [0137]; [0156];
[0177]; [0184]; [0206]-[0208]; [0239]; [0243] 7

US 2007/0105105 A 1 (CLELLAND e t al.) 10 May 2007 (10.05.2007) Table 1; claims 64, 93; 1-2, 4-13, 16, 21-58
para [0019]-[0030]; [0037]-[0040]; [0042]; [0049]-[0051]; [0068]; [0075]; [0078]; [0102]; [0106]-
[0107]; [0109]; [01 14]-[01 16]; [0123]; [0130]; [0158]-[0162]; [0206]-[0207]; [0303]; [0345]-[0347]

US 2003/0219767 A 1 (AYERS et al.) 27 November 2003 (27.1 1.2003) abstract; para [0013]-
[0017]; [0025]-[0027]; [0130]-[0131]; [0147]; [0199]; [0341]; [0357]; [0363]-[0366]; [0370]; [0409]- 1-2, 4-13, 16, 21-58
[0412]; [0420]

US 2008/0050387 A 1 (CHANG et al.) 28 February 2008 (28.02.2008) para [0085]; [0101];
[0106]; [0307]; [0310]

US 2009/01 18175 A 1 (MACINA) 07 May 2009 (07.05.2009) para [0489]; [0491]-[0494]
i 12-13

US 2007/0059758 A 1 (LEVINE) 15 March 2007 (15.03.2007) para [0033]; [0034]; [0372]; [0373]
25-26

US 2008/0009005 A1 (KRUK) 10 January 2008 (10.01 .2008) para [0015]; [0034]; [0040];
[0088]; [0139]-[0140] 46-51, 54

□ Further documents are listed in the continuation o f Box C.

Special categories of cited documents: "T"

□
later document published after the international filing date or priority

document defining the general state of the a t which is not considered date and not in conflict with the application but cited to understand
to be of particular relevance the principle or theory underlying the invention

earlier application or patent but published on or after the international "X" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive
document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which is step when the document is taken alone
cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other
special reason (as specified) "Y" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be

considered to involve an inventive step when the document is
document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination
means being obvious to a person skilled in the art
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Box No. I I Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3. |¾ Claims Nos.: 67-7

because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:
This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1 .

Group l+: claims 1-66, 69-82, drawn to a method of identifying a candidate treatment for a subject in need thereof by (a) determining a
molecular profile for the subject on a panel of gene or gene products; performing immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis on a sample
from the subject; performing microarray analysis on the sample; performing fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) analysis on the
sample;
(b) comparing the molecular profile of the subject to a molecular profile of a reference to identify a comparison molecular profile; (c)
identifying a treatment that is associated with the comparison molecular profile, thereby identifying the candidate treatment. The first
invention is restricted to performing IHC on AR, microarray analysis - on ABCCI; FISH- on cMYC; DNA sequence analysis - on BRAF.
Should an additional fee(s) be paid, Applicant is invited to elect an additional protein(s) and gene(s) to be searched. The exact claims
searched will depend on the specifically elected protein(s) and gene(s).
[Note: claims 3, 14, 15, 17-20, 59, 61, 63 and 77-82 were excluded from the search, because they are drawn to a non-elected subject
matter.l continued on first blank sheet attached hereto

As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:
1-2, 4-13, 16, 21-58, 60, 62, 64-66, 69-76, restricted to IHC on AR, microarray analysis on ABCCI, FISH on cMYC, DNA
sequence analysis on BRAF.

Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee.

I I The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.

Form PCT/lSA/2 10 (continuation of first sheet .(2)) (July 2009)
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Supplemental Box

In continuation of Box No. Ill: Observations where unity of invention is lacking

The inventions listed as Group l+ do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

The inventions of Group l+ share the technical feature of a method of identifying a candidate treatment for a subject in need thereof by
(a) determining a molecular profile for the subject on a panel of gene or gene products; performing immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis
on a sample from the subject; performing microarray analysis on the sample; performing fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) analysis
on the sample;
(b) comparing the molecular profile of the subject to a molecular profile of a reference to identify a comparison molecular profile; (c)
identifying a treatment that is associated with the comparison molecular profile, thereby identifying the candidate treatment However,
this shared technical feature does not represent a contribution over prior art as being anticipated by US 2006/0160109 A 1 (Mac Donald
et al.) that teaches a method of identifying (identifying molecular parameters for pharmacological profiling, para [0041], [0080]) a
candidate treatment (para [0016], [0086], [0090], [0188]) for a subject in need thereof (patient, para [0035], [0060]), comprising:
(a) determining a molecular profile (pharmacological profile, para [0016], [0063]) for the subject on a panel (para [0032], [0083]-[0089[)
of gene or gene products (gene expression profile, para [0062]),
wherein the molecular profile comprises the results of:
performing immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis (para [01 16]) on a sample from the subject (para [0093], [01 16]) on HER2 (para
[0116]);
performing microarray analysis (para [0010], [0096], [0120]) on the sample on EGFR (para [0192], [0206], [0207]);
performing fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) analysis (para [01 16], [0123], [0130]) on the sample on HER2 (para [01 16]); and
performing DNA sequence analysis (para [0120]) on the sample on at EGFR (para [0192], [0206], [0207]);
(b) comparing the molecular profile of the subject (gene expression profile, para [0062]) to a molecular profile of a reference (para
[0090]) to identify a comparison molecular profile (para [0090], claim 29-31 ); and
(c) identifying a treatment that is associated with the comparison molecular profile (discovering compounds with desired therapeutic
profiles, para [0090]), thereby identifying the candidate treatment (identifying compounds with desired profiles, para [0086]). As said
method was known at the time of the invention, this cannot be considered a special technical feature that would otherwise unify the
groups.

The inventions of Group l+ also share the technical feature of a method comprising identifying a treatment that is associated the
comparison molecular profile by (a) correlating the comparison molecular profile with a rules database, wherein the rules database
comprises a mapping of treatments whose biological activity is determined
against cancer cells that have different level of, overexpress, underexpress, and/or have mutations in one or more members of the panel
of gene or gene products; and (b) identifying the treatment based on the correlating in (a). However, this shared technical feature does
not represent a contribution over prior art as being anticipated by US 2002/0028454 A 1 (Mack) that teaches :
(a) correlating (para [0248], [0262]) a comparison molecular profile (para [0006], [0010], [0012], claim 18) with a rules database (para
[0277]), wherein the rules database comprises a mapping of treatments (gene network map for therapy, para [0009]) whose biological
activity is determined against cancer cells (tumor cells, para [0243], [0248], [0255]) that have mutations in one or more members para of
the panel of gene or gene products (para [0205], [0290]); and
(b) identifying the treatment based on the correlating in (a) (gene network map for therapy, para [0009]). As said method was known at
the time of the invention, this cannot be considered a special technical feature that would otherwise unify the groups.

Another technical feature of the inventions listed as Group l+ is the specific protein and/or gene recited therein. As no significant
structural similarities can readily be ascertained among the corresponding proteins and among the corresponding genes, the inventions
do not share a special technical feature. Without a shared special technical feature, the inventions lack unity with one another.

The inventions of Group l+ therefore lack unity under PCT Rule 13 because they do not share a same or corresponding special
technical feature.

Form PCT/lSA/210 (extra sheet) (July 2009)
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